This flow kit is designed to allow you to convert your Assault nozzle to a different flow rate. The conversion instructions must be followed in order to assure the Assault achieves the flow indicated on the baffle.

**IMPORTANT**—Each nozzle has a color coded metal flow spacer under the baffle head, and may have a plastic adjustment shim. The plastic adjustment shim must be used with the conversion baffle.

1. Remove the screw that secures the baffle head. Caution: Be careful not to lose flow spacer and adjustment shim.
2. Remove the baffle head, flow spacer and adjustment shim.
3. Remove the plastic thread cap from the new baffle screw.
4. Take the plastic adjustment shim from the original baffle assembly and place it between the new baffle head and the new flow spacer.
5. Install the new baffle assembly onto your Assault nozzle. Be sure the screw is securely hand tightened.
6. Flow test the nozzle to be sure it is operating properly.

**If any problems are encountered or questions arise, contact**
Akron Brass Customer Service at (800) 228-1161.

*Note: Style 4822 kits fit 4822, 4823, 4824, 4825 and 4826. Style 4827 kit fits 4827 and 4837.